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PREFACE 

Pursuant to the Paris Declaration and a PrograI1J1De of Action adopted in 
the Second United Nations Conference on the Least Developed Countries (LDCs) 
held in Paris from 3 to 14 September 1990 UNIDO, with financial support from 
the Government of Italy. decided to organize a Workshop on industrial 
development in the LDCs. The aim of the Workshop is t~ review the status of 
industry and to analyze some key issues of industrial development in the L/Xs. 
The proceedings of the Workshop will form the basis of an industrial action 
plan for the LDCs to be submitted to the Fourth Session of the General 
Conference of UNIDO in November 1991. 

Key issues facing the process of fostering industry in LDCs have been 
identified for discussions during the Workshop. This paper exam.Lnes the 
present status and development potential of industry in the L!Cs. It looks 
at the status of industrialization as a system and an important component of 
socio-economic progress. Within this context, it also reviews the actual 
constraints on industrial growth in the LIXs. It also considers ways in vhich 
national and international 1 inkages can be strengthened and improved for 
economic progress in LIXs. Analysis of the present status and problems of 
industry is followed by a summary of the main conclusions. 

This paper has been prepared by the Regional and Country Studies Branch 
of UNIDO . 
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L PR.OGRESS AND PR.081.EKS IN ntE INDUSTR .. ALISATION OF LDCs 

LL LDCs' status in global socio-econ011ic development 

According t~ a recent united Nations study. the disparities in economic 
and social development between developed ~ountries and the LDCs are expected 
to widen markedly in the 1990s (see tables 1 and 2) 1

• Economic growth in the 
LDCs has been relatively poor in relation to their rate of population growth. 
Thus. not only has thg gap with developed countries widened. but as a result, 
their average gross domestic product (GDP) per ~apita in 1990 was some 5 per 
cent lower than in 1970. 

Table 1: Population and growth of GOP per c:apila. by~ region. 1960-1990" 
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The speed and character of structural change varies worldwide. but 
certain trends can be noticed (see tables 3 and 4). There is a shift out of 
agriculture and a strong shift towards the service sector. The wajor forces 
behind structural change are: the development of new technologies and their 
rate of diffusion among industries and countries and changes in the 
organization of industrial activities (such as redeployment of industries due 
to comparative cost advantages). The creation of domestic capacities for the 
absorption and adaptation of new technologies for industry and agricultural 
activities is thus an important although costly policy for LDCs to pursue. 

Table 3: Sectoral compt.>sition of GDP (in current prices and exchange rates). 
(in percentages) 

Agncullww Mining- Manutacluring Ulililies Conslructior Services 
quarrying 

Counlrygr~ 1960 1987 1960 1987 1960 1987 1960 1987 1960 1987 1960 

~and...-. 6.4 2.7 2.7 2.0 30.4 23.1 
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Olll>a 38.2 33.8 42.4 di 45.7 -- 315 16.0 3.9 5.7 16.8 21.0 
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al Nomi ~.Europe and Japan. 
bl~ OI Ml ~ produeed, dala lisC«I under 1987 ..iate IO 1985. 
cl Daa !iSl«I under 1960 '*9 IO 1970. 
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el Includes conslruction. 
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Table 4: Distribution of economic activity in the world market economy 
by major economic grouping, 1960-1987 (in%) 
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For the developed countries. the structural changes represent a process 
of gradual adjustment and adaptation to technical advancement and higher 
incomes. Howe\·er. in LDCs the process of industrialization has often been of 
an enclave t~·pe. i.e. large-scalte industries were established which had no 
clear connexion with the rest of the economy. Other economic activities 
remained geared to traditional production and marketing patterns. The LDCs 
thus remained heavily dependent on the exports of primary goods which have a 
verv lo~ de111and elasticity. Productivity growth in the services and 
agricultural sector has remained low. and in the foreseeable future 
productivity in most of these activities is unlikely to increase 
significantly. In general. there is neither the necessary diversity nor 
flexibility for a painless process of structural change. Structural change 
could be more easily accommodated if development strategies for the 
agricultural and manufacturing sectors were better attuned to each other. 3 

An important precondition for economic growth and structural change is 
capital formation. Faster economic growth is achievable through increase in 
investment and improvement in efficiency of capital use. Although the rate 
of capital formation in LDCs rose from less than 10 per cent of GDP in 1960 
to about 17 per cent in 1980 before falling back to about 15 percent in 1987. 
investments remain signiticantly helow the level in the developed and other 
developing countries. Taking into consideration the income per capita gap (see 
table 5 and figure 1). investment in LDCs has been low. Factors accounting 
for this trend. include financing difficu~ties resulting from the debt burden 
a~ commodity price fluctuations. all of which adversely affect. 0 d investment 
alJocation and reduced capital efficiency in a number of sectors in the LDCs. 

Table 5: Indicators of investment and saving performance in the world economy. 
1960-1987" 
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Fig~re 1: SHARES OF SAVING AND INVESTMENT 
1960-1987 

10-+-~~-----~---..--.~~~~---~~~~~~~~---~~ 
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Source: Lnitcd Nations, "Global Outlook 7000 - An Economic, Social. and 
Environmental Perspective, New York 1990, p. 7~. 
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The most dynamic component of world trade during the period 1960 to 1989 
wa$ trade a~ong the developed economies of North America. Western Europe and 
Japan/Asia. The almost insignificant share of LDCs in world trade (see 
table 6) shows how they lie at the periphery of the world economic system and 
is another indicator for their low level of development. 

Table 6: Growth of exports and imports in the world economy, 1961 - 1987 al 
(at 1980 prices and exchange rate) 

GOPbl 
M!OltO 1961-70 8.1 8.2 5.2 

1971-80 5.3 5.7 3.8 
1981-87 3.9 4.3 2.6 

Develal*I _,.. 1961-70 8.1 8.9 4.9 

-=- 197HIO 6.0 4.6 3.2 
1981-87 37 4.5 2.5 

I 
Dewelaping 1961-70 8.0 6.0 5.9 
countries 1971-80 3.2 9.2 5.0 

1981-87 2.4 1.6 1.7 

LDCscJ 1961-70 4.1 4.4 3.6 
1971-80 2.6 4.9 2.3 
1981-Bi 5.6 1.7 1.8 

~ Unil«I Nalians. ·Global Oudook 2000 - An Ecanomic. Social. and EnWllM*UI ~. 
N9w YGl1t 1990. p. 37. 

al A~ annual raies of grQIOlll of .-pol1S and impOt1s of goods and non-laclor seMce5 

-.s ii 1980 prices and 8ldlangll raies. 

bl For Easlem Europe and Ille USSR. NMP. 
cJ Desple Ille relaliveiy .. , ong physical increase of eirpor1S originating in LDCs. 

value of .-pol1S increased by only 1.0 per cerll p.a. in Ille 1980scomp¥«1 
wt1'I 7.0 per cen1 IOr all ClevelOping ccunlries. ThiS indales !NI LDCs 
have SUller«I !tam a heavy !all in Ille priCe:s of llM!ir exports. 

(See UNCTAD. The LNst DevelapeCI Ccunlries. 1989 Report. N-YGl1t 1990. A. 14.) 

1.2. The status of the 11anufacturing sector in I.Des 

1.2.L. Levels of 11a11ufacturing in I.Des 

5.3 
3.8 
2.7 

5.1 
2.9 
2.8 

5.3 
6.7 
1.4 

3.5 
2.2 
2.7 

The size of the manufacturing sector has explicitly entered into the 
definition of what is an LDC, where the fact of a small manufacturing sector 
( i: e. less than 10 per cent of GDP) is recognized as being one of the 
characteristics of an imperfectly developed economy, one where special efforts 
are needed at the national and international level for its, survival and 
gr6wth. 

Overall the manufacturing base in LDCs is very small, also compared to 
developing countries in general. The LDCs, with a share in total developing 
co1'.mtries' population of 14.2 per cent, were only able to produc'e 1.4 per cent 
of'total developing countries' manufacturing value added (MVA)' in 1988, this 
share having declined frum a lev~l of 2.5 per cent in 1970, while at the same 
time the share of LDCs in developing countries' population incre'ased from 13. 7 
to' 14.2 per cent (see table 7). 
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Table 7: Share of U>Cs in MVA and population of developing countries 
in selected years in per cent 

Year :-1\".:\ at constant 1980 prices Population 

1970 2.5 13.7 
1975 2.1 13. 7 
1980 1. 6 13 .9 
1985 1. 5 14 .1 
1987 1.4 14.l 
1988/Estimate 1 .ti 14.2 

Source: l-XIDO. Handbook of Industrial Statistics }<~90. \"ienna 1990. 
Table 1.3 .. p. 29. 

E\"E:n lm,·£:r than the share in '.·I\".:\ of de\·eloping countries has heen th£: 
export performance of manufactured goods originating fi·om LDCs. The share of 
LDCs in total de\·eloping countri£:s' £:xports of manufactured goods amounted to 
just 0.9 per cent in 1988. compared to 1.6 per cEnt in 1970 (see table 8). 

Table 8: Percentage share of l.DCs in aanufactured exports of developing 
countries in selected years, at current prices 

Year 1970 1975 1980 1985 1987 

LDC 1.6 1.4 l .t~ 1.1 0.9 

Source: l-XIDO. Handbook of Industrial Statistics 1990. Vienna 1990. p. 29. 

The share of the manufacturing sector in terms of GDP (in constant $[S) 
has also stagnated in the LDCs in th£: past 20 _vears at around 7. 7 per cent 
\."hile globally it increased from 24.8 per cent in 1970 to 27 .4 per cent in 
1988 (see table 9) . .:\scan be seen from table 9. it ~as especially the .:\frican 
LDCs t.:hich sat.: a decline in the importance of manufacturing. 

Table 9· Share of HVA in GDP in constant $US by selected country group, 
selected years, in percent 

Group of Countr\· 1970 1975 1980 1985 1987 1988 

LDCs 7.8 8. l 7. 7 7.7 7.7 7.7 

:\f ricc.n LDCs 8.7 8.0 7.) 6.9 6.9 6.9 

Dr·\"<' I oping Countri f::> L>.4 16.6 l 7. 9 19.0 )0 .1 )0.) 

Cent r;; 11 ,. plrinned 
economir's 19.8 411, 0 47.) /~9. 1 49.7 49. f, 

Dr·\"f: 1 opr·d m;i rkE": t 
ecor.omi ''s ;n.1 )11. 1 )4.7 ) ">.) r>-o r>. -> 

·.:orl d )4.8 h.O ) ) . q 76.8 77.0 77 .1~ 

Sourc'r·: l~IDO. Ham!hools Q[ ladu~t[iS!l ~tat is! jcs )990. \"i enn;, 1990. 
Tri bl c· I.-, .. p. 11. 
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If tht share of the manufacturing sector in GDP is n.easured in current 
prices instead of constant prices. the "·al ue for LD<..s as a group (and €\.·en for 
African LDCs) shoi.:s an increase (There has also been a significant decline of 
the :·1\".:\ share of GDP in dfl"' loped countries). 

One possible explanation of these conflicting figures may be found in 
the fact that LDCs i.:ere not in a position to reap the same bem:fits from 
modern production technologies as de\.·eloped countries. De"·eloped market 
economies i.:ere not only able in absolute. but also in relath·e terms to 
increase the output of their manufacturing baseo (i.e. compareod to other 
sectors of t~e economy). by means of increased economies of scale. use of more 
efficient production technologies etc. (as sho":n by the incre;ssing ::hare of 
:·1\":\ in constant $[S) i..:ithout allocating more of their total income to pay for 
that increased production (i.e. they ":ere able to ::.pend more on non
manufacturing items as shoi.11 by c.he decreasing share of :·1\·.:\ in current $[S). 
To put it another i.:ay. according to these statistics the inflation affecting 
the industrial output of de\.·eloped market economies must haYe been 
significantly less than price increases of other sectors of the econom"· (such 
as sen·ices). 

The opposite has ob"·iously been the case in LDCs. The manufacturing 
sector i.:as. in terms of physical output. not able to expand more than the 
o\.·erall economy. :\t the same time a number of factors such as the protection 
of the domestic economies (quantitatiYe import restrictions. import tariffs. 
etc.). political uphea\.·als. price controls. as i.:ell as a "·ariety of o;ternal 
factors ha\.·e led to inefficiencies in the production process. increasing the 
relative prices of manufactured goods mor~ than those of other sectors of the 
econom"· (such as agriculturE). DE\.·aluation patterns m<iy also ha\.·e played a 
part. 

In an"· case the increase in '.·1\".:\ share in current 
Seen in the context of a "·ery loi.: groi.:th in GDP. 
manufacturing sector in LDCs is far from being large 
act as a driving fo~ce in development. 

prices is a modest one. 
it is cle;;r that the 

or resilient enough to 

Table 10: Share of MVA in GDP in current $US by selected country group, 
selected years, in percent 

Group of Countrv 1970 1. 975 1980 1Q85 }Q87 }Q88 

LDCs 7.6 8.0 7.7 8.2 8. 'j 

Afric;rn LDCs 8.2 8.4 7.2 8.2 8.6 

Df"nd oping Countries 7.7 1 7. ·) 18.4 }Q.Q 70.0 

Central Iv pl;;nned 
economies 47.) 

Df·n:l oped m;irket 
economies /8.) r>.8 )4.7 )) .8 n.o )} _q 

·,:orl d 7">. C) 

Sou rc~f' : [\JDO. tfam:H.1s10~ Q[ I m!11~t r i <ii St<iti:ztjcs )qQQ. \"j 0Hli1 1qqo. 
TiiblE· l . ) .. p. 11. 
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The indicator of manufacturing ,.-alue added (MVA) per capita is another 
approximation to the degree of industt-ial i:::ation attained. For LDCs as a 
group. the average "·alue of this indicator •as arnund SUS 20 in 1988_ This 
contrasts •ith a value of more than $US 170 for all developing countries and 
more than $US 3060 for developed market economies (figures for 1988)_ 3 

While the average figure for M\':\ per capita of LDCs is already low, n0 
fewer than 27 LDCs have a value below it. Only a very limited number of 
countries showed better results than the LDC average_ Eight countries had a 
value between the LDC average and $US 40. and a final group of seven countries 
had values ranging from $US 40 to more tha'1 $US 100. Among this group of LDCs 
with the highest MVA/capi ta ratios ( ~n c•!!"!"ent US$) were': Western Samoa 
(lOS). Djibouti (83), Yemen (75)~, Bots•ana (74). Haiti (55), Rwanda (50) and 
Vanuatu (43). 

The gro,..th rate of MVA prO\·ides another indicator of industrial 
progress_ During the 1980s (1980-1988) th 0 !1ighest annual MVA growth rates 
of LDCs (at constant 1980 $US) were achieved by Vanuatu (25 per cent), Bhutan 
(15.0 per cent), Lesotho (12.5 per cent), Maldives (12_3 per cent), Yemen 
( 10 _ 8 per C·-=nt), Botswana ( 7. 6 per cent), Cape Verde ( 7. 1 per cent), 
Mauritania (6.6 per cent) and Hali (6,0 per cent). 6 These growth 
performances were the positive exception from the overall dismal performance 
of the LDCs in the last decade(s)_ The MVA growth rate of many LDCs did ~ot 
surpass their population growth rates and some LDCs even experienced negative 
growth rates of their MVA such as Guinea, Guinea Bissau, Haiti, Liberia, 
Mozambique, Sao Tome and Principe, Sierra Leone, Somalia and the United 
Republic of Tanzania. The growth rates are summarized in Table 11. 

Table 11: Average annual MVA grOWlh rates 1960-1990 (in conslant 1980 US-$)' 
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Although the actual figures vary depending on the actual s:atistical 
sources used. the overall picture seems to be very clear. It was the group 
of African LDCs which showed the worst performance. Wherea~ the LDCs as a 
group increased their MVA (at constant 1980 prices) on average by 2.4 per cent 
p.a. during 1980-88-. the African LDCs did not reach even COX of that growth 
rate. i.e. only 1.4 per cent p.a. Due to the high population growth rates in 
LDCs such increases signified an actual decline of MVA/capita. the average 
being 0.3 per cent p.a.; in African LDCs it even declined by 1.4 per cent (See 
table 12). 

Table 12: Armual growth of MVA by selected cotUltry group, 
at constant 1980 prices, 1970 - 1988 

LDCs 
total MVA 
MVA/capita 

African LDCs 
total MVA 
MVA/capita 

World 
total MVA 
MVA/capita 

Source: 

1970-1988 1980-1988 

2.0% 2.4% 
-0.6% -0.3% 

-1. 2% l.4% 
-3.8% -1.4% 

4.2% 3.6% 
2.3% l. 7% 

UNIDO. Handbook of Industrial Statistics 1990, Vienna 1990. 
Table 1.4 .. p. 32. 

In other words, the economic progress achieved in terms of strength~.1ing 
the industrial base of LDCs was on the whole very limited in the 1980s. It 
was only in the late 1980s that a recovery could be observed.' According to 
the UNIDO/REG Database the aggregated MVA of LDCs (in current $US). after a 
decline from 1980 to 1985, grew from 1985-1988 by 5.4 per cent p.a., which 
must already be considered as positive.• However, after the dramatic decline 
of the early 1980s even that recovery has been still far below the targ£t rate 
of 9 per cent set out at the First Paris Conference on the Least Developed 
Countries in 1981. 

Growth in MVA is not only an indicator of overall performance: it can 
also show to some extent the resilience a."ld flexibility of the manufacturing 
sector, i.e. it can give some indications as to the ability of industry to 

7 
According to the Paris Declaration and Pro11rU111e o! Action o! the Se"ond United Nat1ons 

Con!erence on the Least Developed Countr'es, A/CON/147/Muc.9, para.2, o! 15 Sept. 1990, t.ha MVA growth rate 
o! LDCs was even only 2.2 per cent in the 1980s . 

• Saa also UNCTAD. Tb• Least Developed Countriea 1989 Report. N.., York 1990, p. 22. 

9 Accord1n11 to UNCTAD. the average 11r~wth rate 'O! MVA at constant pr1ces was steadily 11rowin11 
from a low o! 1.2 per cent in 1981-82 to 1.7 per cent in 1984-85, to 2.6 per cant in 1985-1986, and 3 5 per 
cent i·1 1986/87. 
Sae UNCTAD. Ibt Least Peveloptd Countr1ea 1989 Report. N~ York 1990. A-10. 
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respond positively to unfavourabl~ circumstances and the ability to perform 
consistently. 

A measure of general consistency of perf<>raance is given by an indicator 
that counts the number of years in which a non-negative growth is achieved. 
Of the LDCs, 23 show a positive growth of MVA for the whole period 1980-1988. 
These are the followi'lg countries: Bangladesh, Benin, Bhutan, Botswana, 
Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cape Verde, CAFR, Chad, Comoros, Equatorial Guinea, 
Ethiopia, Gambia. Lesotho, Malawi , Haldi ves, Mali , Mauritania, Myanmar, Nepal , 
Rwanda, Sudan and Yemen. 

This type of consistently positive performances suggests that the 
manufact•iring sector in these countries is sufficiently well established, even 
if not large, for it to be able to withstand cyclical downturns in the economy 
as a whole or changes due to external shocks, such as balance of payments 
crises, negative developments in world tr&de, internal crises etc. A further 
country, namely Djibouti, has witnessed continuously (small) positive growth 
rates over the years 1985-1988 which not only suggests an ability to recover 
but also indicates that it may have established a basis for stronger growth 
in the future. 

Analysis of the other LDCs suggests that there is another group, which 
did not manage to achieve positive MVA growth in any of the years in question. 
This group includes Haiti, Sao Tome and Principe, as well as the United 
Republic of Tanzania. These are countries where there has thus been a decade 
of decline in industrial performance, so much so that MVA is now on average 
15 per cent lower than it was in 1980. This represents a major de
industrialization, where the countries' already fragile industrial base has 
been subjected to consistently unfavourable developments, almost certainly 
including capacity under-utilization and lack of replacement investment, let 
alone expansion. This group therefore is one that must be the target of 
particular attention in terms of rehabilitation efforts. However, this group 
includes several countries which have also been subjected to particular 
additional difficulties in terms of climatic disasters, wars and political 
upheaval. For this reason the problems of industry can only be addressed as 
a part of a consistent pattern of recovery measures which can address the 
so~io-economic environment in which industrialization is to take place. 

1.2.2. Sectoral composition of 2'1anufacturing Value Added (MVA) in LDCs 

Analysis of the data for LDCs shows, indeed, a very dist,inct bias 
towards only a few sub-sectors of manufacturing. Typically those sectors 
close to the final consumer such as food processing and clothing and textiles 
are the ones which are responsi~le for most of MVA (about 70 per cent~. In 
11 of 26 ccuntries, the branches food processing and textiles constitute SO 
per cent or more of MVA. In the remaining 15 countries, food processing by 
itself accounts for more than SO pP.r cent of MVA. Only in a few'cases are 
other sub-sectors of manufacturing significantly large. 

This concentrlltion on a few sectors is reflected in the' share of 
different industrial LDC sectors in total developing countries' 'MVA. The 
share of LDCs in total developing countries' MVA was l.S per cent in 198S. 
The least developed countries enjoy~d an above ave~age share especially in the 
fallowing industrial activities: tobacco, textiles, i:ood products 'as well as 
wood and cork products and non ferrous metals. Industrial acti.vit'ies in the 
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field of iron and steel, petroleum refineries, glass and chemicals were below 
average (see table i3). 

The most important sub-sector of manufacturing in LDCs, almost without 
exception, is food processing with an average share of over SO per cent of 
MVA. Thi~ share can in fact be has high as 83 per cent (in the case of 
Burundi). Even the lowest value is still 22.S per cent (case of Halawi).

10 

Table 13: Share of the LDCs in the value added of all developing countries 
in selected branches, at constant 1980 prices, selected years 

Branch (!SIC code) 1975 1980 1985 1986 

Food products (311/2) 3.4 2.8 3.0 2.9 
Tobacco (314) 4.0 4.0 3.7 3.4 
Textiles (321) 3.8 3.4 3.2 
Wood and cork products (331) 3.7 2.6 2.6 2.5 
Industrial chemicals (352) 1.6 1.0 1.2 1.1 
Other chemicals (352) 2.1 1.3 1.2 1.1 
Petroleum refineries (353) 0.9 0.7 0.7 0.7 
Glass (362) 1.4 0.8 0.9 0.9 
Other non-metal.min.prods. (369) 1.9 1.4 1.6 1.6 
Iron and steel (371) 1.1 1.0 0.7 0.6 
Non-ferrous metals (372) 2.8 2.2 2.3 1.6 

LDC share in total 
developing countries' MVA 2.1 1.6 1.5 1.4 

Source: UNitO, Hsi.ndb22k of lndu~trial Stati~tics 1990, Vienna 1990, 
Table 1.8., p. 42. 

Textiles is almost always the next most important sector in 
manufacturing in LDCs. Like food processing, it is a sector close to final 
demand, with, at this level of aggregation, few backward or forward linkages 
to other productive sectors. Textiles (which includes garments and the 
leather industries such as footwear) has an average value of almost 16 per 
cent of MVA for the LDCs. However, there are at least three countries 
(Bangladesh, Mali, and Uganda) where i~ it the largest branch of 
manufacturing. The highest value for textiles is found in Hali, where it is 
almost 52 per cent of all manufacturing. Although not the largest branch, 
textiles has a high share in the manufacturing sector of Nepal, where it 
reaches a value of over 30 per cent, and in several countries such as Bur~ina 
Faso, Central African Republic, and Togo, it has values of over 20 per cent. 
There are also some countries, such as Burundi, the Gambia, Mauritania, 
Rwanda, Sierra Leone and Yemen, where the share of textiles is extremely low, 
i.e. 4 per cent or less, which points to a potential tor increased production, 
although it would be based, as in most LDCs, on the domestic market. 

Chemicals is another sector that for a number of LDCs is of considerable 
importance. Chemicals is more than 10 per cent of MVA in Yemen, Tanzania, 

10 Oat.a 1988, UNIOO dar.abaH. 
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Niger, Malawi. Mozambique, Ethiopia and Somalia. It is also relatively 
important for Bangladesh. On average it amounts to almost 9 per cent of MVA 
iu LDCs. 

The next most important manufacturing activity is .. chinery and 
equipment. On average it approaches 8 per cent of MVA. There are a few 
countries where it is a very important sub-sector: in Cape Verde it is 28.7 
per cent of MVA, and in Hai ti it is 23. 6 per cent. In several ~ ~rican 

countries (Malawi, Mali, Mauritania, Rwanda Tanzania an<! Guinea Bissau), it 
lies between 10 and 20 per cent of MVA. However, in almost all cases, this 
production refers to very simple tools and equipment, not to capital goods. 

1.2.3. Diversification uf the llBllllfacturing base in LDCs 

Another approach to assessing the degree of progress achieved is to look 
at the extent to which diversification has taken place within the 
manufacturing sector. As stated before, LDCs - as a group - are characterized 
by a concentration of their manufacturing activities in a few sub-sectors. 

A dispersion of MVA across a wider range of 2 . .:tivities indicates, to 
some extent at least, the extent to which a complex and flexible manufacturing 
sector has developed. If the structure, on the other hand, is dominated by 
one or cwo large sub-sectors, then the industrial structure may be described 
as highly skewed. One indicator is the standard deviation of the shares of 
HVA formed by the !SIC 2-digit classifications which indicates the degree to 
which the activity in manufacturing is distributed across more than one 
sector. Note thac it is not suggested that the shares should ideally be 
uniform in size, only that a high standard deviation will occur when one or 
two sectors (which as we have seen are usually foods and textiles) dominate 
the structure of manufacturing in the countries ccncerned. 

Using this criterion it can be seen that progress in LDCs towards a more 
diversified manufacturing base has not been great. The most skewed 
manufacturing sector is to be found in Burundi, with Lesotho, Mauritania, 
Yemen, Equatorial Guinea and Sierra Leone also having a dispersion index above 
20 in value. Highly concencrated industrial structures are also to be found 
in Botswana and Sudan. At the other end of the scale are countries such as 
Bangladesh, Haiti, Malawi, Uganda and Tanzania. In the case of Bangladesh, 
the strong chemicals sector has helped to diversify the manufacturing sector, 
and in Haiti substantial shares of HVA are reached by machinery, equipment and 
others. In Malawi it is the strong chemicala sector and Tanzania's dispersed 
industrial structure is attributable to the quite large shares of HVA held by 
chemicals and also by machinery and equipment. These countries had industrial 
structures almost as di verse as more advanced African countries such as 
Algeria, Egypt, Kenya or Zimbabwe. However, it has to be noted that the 
statistical figures do not indicate a strong positive correlation between the 
state of diversification and economic progress achieved. Strongly diversified 
LDCs such as Tanzania or Haiti have suffered dramatic declines in their 
MVA/capita whereas countries such as Lesotho, Yemen, Mauritania or Botswana 
with an overall low degree of diversificat-on have been in the group of those 
LDCs that have shown the best results in the 1980s. This is not to say that 
a diversification strategy should not be followed, but it indicates that 
diversification per se (especially one which is not characterized by strong 
linkage effects) is certainly not a sufficient condition for economic 
progress. 
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In addition. it must also be noted that manufacturing production in LDCs 
is usually the product of a small number of enterprises. and the closure of 
a factory or the opening of a new one can affect the statistical picture 
dramatically. The case of the Central African Republic illustrates this point 
and also shows the vulnerability of industrial progress in an LDC. In 1980 
the textile and clothing industry• s share of total manufacturing output 
dropped from over one third to less than 12 per cent after financial 
difficulties had forced one factory to close. Value added from the textile 
and clothing industry seems to have completely disappeared, as do later 
achievements in machinery and chemical processing. The conclusion that may 
be drawn is that: 

" .... structural fragilities rather than rigidities seem to have been 
the greatest of the problems encountered by the country in its 
relatively short history of industrialization". 11 

A discussion concentrated on statistical data in value added terms can 
on its own give only an imperfect picture of industry in LDCs. It does 
ho~ever indicate. in terms of general attainments and sub-sectoral focus, the 
aggregate condition of industry in LDCs. This is important because any 
discussion of prospects for industrialization in LDCs has to recognize the 
base point from which progress can take place. A small and undiversified 
manufacturing sector offers limited prospects for expanding linkages and 
g•merates few services of the kind needed by a newcomer. The figures indicate 
the rudimentary stage of industry in most LDCs. To the extent that new 
industries will need industrial inputs, they will be often dependent, at least 
initially, on external sources, and thus on access to foreign exchange 
resources. 

Yet the establishment of new i~dustries in LDCs must not be neglected, 
simply because so few industries exist at present. This is not to deny the 
utmost importance of rehabilitating existing industries when it is at all 
possible, in order that the capital and expertise so painfully acquired be not 
lost for good. Nor is it to imply that new industries must be large scale 
investment projects of the kind that have in the past been the usual focus of 
discussion at the international level. The kinds of new industries that are 
to be established will be largely decided, in the end, by entrepreneurs in the 
countries themselves (anJ in some cases by international investors also). 
Discussion of industrial strategies for LDCs, whether at the national or 
international level, has to give due attention to this fact, and to the need 
to provide the right kinds of guidance, incentives, assistance and support to 
those who will make the investment. 

1.3 The status of the industrial syste• in LDCs 

The following is a brief description of thP. approach to be used in this 
paper in assessing the problems and prospects of industrialization in LDGs. 
The distinction is made between raw material current inputs (from agriculture 

' and mining), and industrial current inputs (from within the manufacturing 
' sector). Other inputs include capital goods. and labour (distinguishing 
' between skilled and unskilled). Sub-division of these categories into those 
' of imported and domestic origir• is also necessary. Issues in the supply of 
' material inputs from the domestic market may b~ considered under three 

UlfIDO.Industry and Developnent.Global Report 1989/90. October 1989. Sales No.E.89.ll.E.5 
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headings namely, inputs from agriculture. mining, and the manufacturing sector 
itself. 

l.~ .1 Inputs froa agriculture and Iii.Ding 

In LDCs the agriculture sector is largely of a subsistence nature. 
Co11111ercial agriculture is mostly of plantation cultures, for example cotton 
in Hali and Sudan, coffee in Burundi, Ethiopia and Uganda, jute in Bangladesh, 
and cocoa in Benin and Sao Tome and Principe. The possibilities for 
processing of agricultural products in the manufacturing sector may be limited 
due to seasonal shortages or bottlenecks in transportation, distribution and 
storage systems. However the manufacturing sector has an impo· cant roie to 
play in guaranteeing food supplies and in food security progra11111es. in that 
it can improve the conservation and distribution possibilities of food even 
within a rural area. Much activity of this kind (principally in the form of 
such activities as milling, drying, etc.) may already be carried out within 
the informal sector, and poor population groups whether rural or urban, may 
not have sufficient income to purchase food from formal sector industries. 

Industrial processing of agricultural raw material~ is not only a case 
of increasing value added. In some cases it can include the industrial 
processing of materials which are otherwise regarded as waste. Thus in 
Bangladesh the establishment of a Sheep Wool Development Center motivated 
owners to shear the sheep and use the wool for productive purposes. This then 
encouraged others to set up small industries, such as the production of hand
knotted woolen carpets. 12 

One measure of the suitability of tha existin.~ agriculture sector for the 
supply of inputs to manufacturing is the degree to which an expcrtable surplus 
exists. There may then be prospects of increasing value added through 
industrial processing of agricultural raw materials. From this point of view, 
the most promising countries would be Equatorial Guinea, Gambia, Malawi, 
Maldives, Mauritania, Sao Tome and Principe, Togo, Uganda, Vanuatu and Western 
Samoa. In 1986 all of these had exports of agricultural products of at least 
$US 30 per capiu. The highest was Maldives with $US 156, followed by 
Mauritania with $US 120. None of these are large countries in population 
terms, but they have all maintained, relative to their size, a high level of 
a6ricultural exports for many years. 13 

The position with respect to the mining sector is analogous in some 
respects to that of the agriculture sector, in that the presence of a strong 
mining exports pattern may indicate the possibilities in principle of 
increased value added due to mineral processing. The differences are however 
important also. In the first place there is little informal mining, and thus 
little competition for capital and labour resources. In the second place the 
pattern of ownership is vt:ry different to that of agriculture. Often part of 
an internationally integrated system of processing and distribution, the 
degree to which public policy can successfully encourage domestic raw material 

12 "Pra.>tion of hand knot.ted tfOOlen carpet indu1try, DP/llG0/84/014, Technicll Report: !veluation 
report 011 handknotf.ed .oolen carpet tratnin& project." UllIDO, April 1986 

1J However. 1t 1hould aho be noted that. the clauttication 1y1~ normally u1ed for c~1t.y 
trade do not. fully reflect tho•• u1ed for economic act.ivitiea. Thul ..ny •&ricultural and ainin& c~tf.y 
airport• have already undar1one a de1r•• of tndu1tri•l proce11tna. 

• 
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processing may be limited. Thirdly, it is rare for the mineral resources, if 
they exist at all. to be diversified. Domestic processing of the mineral 
resources cannot guard against a shift in technology or world market trends 
that reduce demand for the product. Finally. the different steps in the 
mineral processing chain offer, in general, fewer possibilit:j~s for small 
scale dispersed production and are often associated with hi~ner investment: 
costs than is the case for manufacturing in general. Kiraing and mineral 
processing require highly specialized equipment: and other inputs which 
generally, are not: feasible t:o produce in any LDC or in the developing 
countries in general . For all these reasons the consideration of mining 
inputs t:o the manufacturing system has t:o be viewed as a s~cial set of 
problems as well as the more general problems associated with the supply of 
any material inputs t:o the manufacturing system in LDCs. 

Taking the same kind of indicator as was used for agriculLure in the 
preceding section, and looking at: the mining exports per capita, yields a 
different set: of results. Botswana has a very high value due t:o the export of 
diamonds. a Of the remaining LDCs, only Mauritania has mining exports per 
capita of any size ($US 90 in 1986). It is followed by Mauritania ($US 72), 
and Togo ($US 36). Niger, due t:o its uranium exports is at a similar level. 
The remainder of the countries have either no exports of this kind or their 
per capita value is very low indeed. Although mining activities may be said 
to be at on a small scale in LDCs, there are cases in which there are known 
mineral resources not yet exploited. In such cases, the prospect of 
downstream processing should be considered at an early stage. For instance, 
requests for prospecting licenses made to the Ministry of Kines should at: once 
generate consideration by the Ministry of Industry of processing 
possibilities. 

1.3.2 Inputs from the imanufacturing sector itself 

It: is one characteristic of a modern industrial economy that: many of the 
possible links between its different components do in fact take place, and 
that the different production and service activities in the economy depend on 
one another as suppliers and as markets. Indeed, the role of a manufacturing 
sector can be seen as providing several types of essential links ~o that the 
complex as a whole can have the maximum resilience to deal with external 
shocks and the maximum flexibility to take account of new opportunities. In 
some cases small and medium scale activity is seen as the best embodiment of 
these virtue, and is put forward as an appropriate policy choice for 
developing countries and particularly for LDCs. The point to be made here 
however is that diversification is the means by which the necessary 
flexibility can be achieved, and this is the principal reason for doing it: 
it offers long-term stability in a way in which an ill-considered employment 
generation policy, perhaps relying on only a few sectors, can never do. 

A diversified manufacturing sector means that a wide variety of 
intermediate and final products are produced, and this means that new products 
may be developed because of the availability of the materials and components 
necessary for maki'ng them. The diversified manufacturing sector thus 
contribute1:> to the a'vailabili ty of materials, the essential pre-condition for 
further development: of industry. As Section 1.1 discussed, most LDCs have a 

14 !st.taiat.ed et. over $1000 per eeptt.e tn 1988. eccordtng tot.he !conomtat Int.elltgence Untt Count.ry 
Report. on Botsw•n•. "o.4, Qeeeaber 1989 
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highly skewed industrial structure. with a heavy concentration on food 
processing and on the clothing and textile sectors. The policy im?lications 
of such skewed structures are direct if in some cases unpalatable: they are 
that the necessary industrial inF"Jts will have to be imported. In a few cases 
this can be achieved using sour~es within the region concerned. For this 
reason thece are import~·:it ~rou.lds for encouraging regional co-operation. 
However it is quite usual that the countries of a regional co-operation 
framework have very si~ilar industrial structures: the likelihood of being 
able to meet the input requirements of industrial development from within the 
sub-region are small. 

There will be many LDCs and many essential products for which no solution 
of this kind is to be found. In the short ten., responses to this problem 
will have to take the form of appropriate financing mechanisms with support 
from the international colllllUllity. I· ~eneral there is a need to make these 
specific to the needs of industry. rather than only balance of payments 
support, which has a natural tenden~ to reinforce the existing structure of 
foreign exchange use in a country and thus. for instance, to perpetuate the 
import structure of the commercial sector. This means that importers and 
wholesalers might continue to have preference for foreign exchange 
allocations, and the industrialist anxious to start something new may t.ave 
difficulty in obtaining the necessary foreign exchange. 

In general industry needs to be cordoned off from acute shortages of 
foreign exchange. This can be done through sector specific progra11111e lending, 
through mechanisms such as export revolving funds. detailed co...adi ty import 
programmes (which are sometimes a feature of bilateral assistance programmes). 
special balance-of-payments support schemes, and other methods. The need for 
foreign exchange allocations for intermediate inputs to be reviewed in the 
light of the potential for domestic or sub-regional production has demanding 
analytical and administrative implications. At the same time it is better to 
make some attempt at it than to have the allocations made without any 
reference to longer-term possibilities for their reduction. Finally on this 
subject it should be noted that the administrative overheads of any foreign 
exchange allocation system are heavy, and the allocation made is unlikely to 
be optimal. An adjustment to a free system cannot be made quickly, but it has 
to be a longer-term goal. 

1.3.3 Labour 

The problems of labour relate both to supply and to skills. In the 
absence of adequate transport and other infrastructure, there will be special 
constraints on the location of industry both in order to assure a reasonable 
supply of labour as well as to meet the normal transport requirements of the 
industry. The supply of labour will also be limited by characterist::s of the 
regulatory framework such as the rights of workers and the responsibilities 
of the employer, as well as the degree to which women find it easy to enter 
the work force. 

The skills problem is the most pervasive and far-reaching in its 
consequences. The lack of skills at every level, from professional 
engineers, managers and supervisory staff to technicians and experiencP.d 
factory workers means that the industrial system not only operates imperfectly 
but that it does not act as the implicit training ground that an efficient 
industrial system constitutes. Unfamiliarity with correct practices and 
procedures continues. The problem of human resource development is one of the 
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principal focuses for international action in support of I.Des 
industrialization. Primary and secondary education development "1ill a.iso have 
an essential role in establishing the pre-conditions for industrial training 
and balanced hWllan capital development. 

Human resource developcient covers a wide range of activities both planned 
and autono111<>us. While it is the most crucial component of an industrial 
development strategy it is the most difficult to implement because of the 
number of targets concerned, the industrial work forces, actual and potential. 
The number of persons at present engaged in manufacturing activity in the I.Des 
is about 1. 6 million15

: all of these need some kind of training or skill 
upgrading to meet the requirements of world aarkets and technological change. 
The potential labour force, to meet the requirements of the hoped-for 
industrial expansion in many I.Des, will also need training. To this extent 
the foundations being laid at present by the educational systems suggest that 
the numbers under consideration are inadequate. Third level education figures 
for LDCs indicate that in total there are only about 740000 in third level 
education, while the total population of LDCs is 400 million. Of these 
students, the percentage taking science and engineering subjects was less than 
10 per ce~t in three cases, between 10 and 20 per cent in 15 cases, between 
20 and 30 per cent in S cases, and only in two cases was the share over 30 pt>r 
cent (Guinea, where it was 66.9 per cent and Mozambique where it was 36.l per 
cent). Given the fact that the number of successful students actually 
choosing a career in industry will be much lower than these totals would 
suggest, the prospect for improved professional scientific and engineering 
:r;kills in LDCs are not good, and dependence on expatriate labour and the lack 
of new, high quality investment'. is likely to persist. Professional skill!: are 
by no means the only ones needed, naturally, and the need for training and 
apprenticeship schemes emerges from almost every industry analyzed by UNIDO. 

1.3.4 llarkets and supplies 

The need for imports creates many difficulties in the context of 
industrial development in an LDC. As well as the obvious need for for~ign 
exchange, there are also a number of associated hidden costs, in terms of 
delays and uncertainties, which are often such as to raise the price of the 
product to an uneconomic level. These arise from the choice between 
maintenance of inventories and delays in receipt of orders, as well as the 
difficulties of obtaining information fo~ the ~urpose of selecting the best 
source of the needed goods. The fundamental problem of under-utilization of 
capacity is often associated with a shortage of spare parts for the machinery 
used. In some cases the need to maintain inventories of spares in order to 
overcome supply difficulties adds further to the overhead costs of production. 

These problems are common to most developing countries, but they are 
exacerbated in LDCs because of widespread weaknesses in the physical and 
commercial infrastructure. These weaknesses are such as to make difficult not 
only the assurance of regular supplies and services, whether form within or 
outside the country, but al so to make equally difficult the process of 
marketing and distribution of the products. The problems can be summarized 
under the ~allowing headings: 

1& 
, Thu i• • rough ••ti .. t• uuns • v•ri~ty of •oure••: it ezelude• 811 tho•• in informal 

.. nufeeturins or in ••t.t>li•hment• who•• totel ~lo,....nt i• below the n•tion•l li•it for inelu•ion in 
indu•tri•l een•u•••· U~ually'•uch een•u••• include only ••t.tllishllent• with 5, 10, 20 or more employ•••· 
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Transport: this includes all types of transport, domestic ar.d 
international; 
Communications and information flows: this includes both telephone 
facilities and also media for information exchange such as newspa~rs, 
radio and television 
Financial services: this includes banking facilitie!; as well as 
insurance, accounting, etc. 

Imports problems are analogous in many respects to export problems, in 
that they amount to a separation or imperfect connection with the fast moving 
international industrial system. 

Exports of manufactures face therefore all the associated problems of 
transport, finance and payments difficulties together with the additional 
problem of marketing. By this is meant the identification of opportunities, 
the investment necessary for the preparation and development of an appropriate 
product, the financing of export credits, the selection of agents, etc. In 
practice the choices available may be very limited. It will usually not be 
possible to set up independent marketing and distribution channels. The only 
option may be to sell directly to a wholesaler in anoT"her country. The 
nearest the manufacturer may come to a feeling for the export market concerned 
may be if an international sub-contracting arrangement is en~ered into. Such 
arrangements are most colll90n in the textilP., clothing and footwear sectors. 
They allow for some contact with tre. . .ds in tastes and fashions in the 
developed countries, and may also learl to improvements in quality through 
transfer of expertise from the purchaser. Nevertheless, these arrangements 
co not encourage development of the skills necessary to succeed in export 
markets. J."he experience of Haiti, for instance, where sub-contracting 
initially enjoyed dynamic growth, has been that it reinforces the co1mtry's 
dependency on the outside world and its vulnerability to external 
fluctuations. In effect, sub-contracting failed to generated the expected 
multipliers in Haitian industry and economy, 16 partly because, the necessary 
human and physical infrastructure was lacking. 

The role of design and engineering services has been central to the 
success of international industry. Competition takes place on the basis of 
price, design and quality, and the degree to which LDCs can master these 
challenges will determine the extent to which their industrial systems can 
develop as part of the international system. The quality aspect is one in 
which action is of central importance because without a sufficient level there 
is no hope of winning and holding a market share. The qual it_'/ issue in a 
sense underlies all others in that it is concerned with a basic mastery of the 
technology and the associated skills. 

1.3.5 Agro-related industries: the case of metal-working 

Linkages with agriculture and mining are, for the manufacturing sector, 
not only a matter of processing the raw materials that they produce. These 
sectors can use a wide variety of manufactured goods: careful attention to 
these possibilities in the industrialization process can give assured markets 
for the manufacturing sector and provide the other sectors with inputs for 

ia' , "PnHnt•tlon du S•ct•ur Industn•l H•lt1en" Hlnut•r• du Caml8rc• et de l' Industrl•. D1nct1on ' 
de l 'Entrepreneur et du D•velow-tit Indu1trle1- At.ell er aur l' Industr1aluet10n des l'MA•. V1enne. ' 

Autrlche. l6·24 Novlmbr• 1989. 
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which they would oth~rwise d~·pend on imports. UNI DO has recently given 
extensive consideration to th..: met;\! working industry as it relates to the 
manufacturing of agro-related products. This has bee11 done as an 
implementatior. of the programme approach being adopted by UNIDO to the task 
of defining the technical co-ope~ation requirements of agro-industrial 
systems. both within the framework of the Program.'De for the Industrial 
Development Decade for Africa (!DOA 1 and IDDA 2} and also with respect to the 
Special Programme for the Industrial Deve~opment of Asia and the Pacific with 
special emphasis on the Least Developed Countries. 17 

Information on •etal working and engineering faciiities in African LDCs 
suggests ample potential for these branch. Forges, the rudimentary facilities 
of this branch are found in 26 African LDCs. Stamping facilities are. 
however. found in only five. Nine LDCs posses limited machine shop 
facilities. and 19 had none at all. Foundries were present in only lS of the 
African LDCs, and mostly out of operation. Associated with these sparse 
metalworking facilities was a pattern of limited manufacturing =apabilities 
in terms of agricultural tools and machinery. Thus, manufacturing facilities 
for hand tools were found in only 20 of the African LDCs. Facilities for the 
manufacture of animal-drawn equipments were found in only 9 African LDCs. and 
for simple power-operated machinery in only three of the countries (Malawi, 
Mozambique, and Tanzania). 

From the point of view of agro-related metalworking industries, Asian 
LDCs may be divided into four groups. 11 The first are those with an active 
agro-related metalworking sector. This include Bangladesh and Nepal. The 
second group is of countries have or have had such a sector which is now 
dormant or working below capacity, or whose status is not known. This group 
includes Afghanistan, Lao Peoples Democratic Republic, Myanmar, and Yemen. 
The third group of countries, namely Bhutan, Vanuatu and Western Samoa are 
those with little or no experience in this sector but which, nevertheless, 
have potential. The fourth group of countries are those with very limited 
potential in this field, they include, Kiribati, Maldives and Tuvalu. 

1.3.6 The industrialist and the investllent decision 

The above analysis of the industrialization system has to be 
supplemented by consideration of what an entrepreneu::::- would call the "business 
conditions". By this he or she might mean the business climate (determined by 
government policy and the size and activity of other businesses) or else the 
degree to which infrastructure and essential services are available. These 
"conditions" powerfully influence the degree to which the simple industrial 
system described actually comes into being or functions effectively. 

The conditions come into play at several points. Host notably the 
investment decision will be affected by the prevailing climate with respect 
to government views about the desirability of private investment or foreign 
private investment. But t:he effect of government policy is not only with 
respect to its overt aims. It is the quality of public administration, the 

17 
Adopt1d by th1 Gen1ral Conf1rence ~f UNIDO in November 1989 under resolution GC.3/Rea.18. 

' ' 

18 I I 

"Preparatory Ph111 of th• Special Prosr- for the Industrial Development of Alia and the 
Pacific: Agro·Related Hetllworking Industry Sector. Report. Prepared by Pat.er C. Baker, Consult.ant and 
Frederi.kk• Roe.)kJHr, Auoctat• 'Erpert. UNIDO. 11 April 1990. 
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likelihood of approvals being granted, the speed of decision making and the 
flexibility of individual administrators which are each a major factor in 
determining the success of any investment and thus the firm's willingness tc 
undertake it. 

Many of these a~pects of government administration also have important 
effects on current as well as capital activity. For instance, the decision 
whether to hire cir fire labour is often one ati:ended by many government 
regulations, which may include the need to obtain a permit of some kind before 
a worker may be dismissed or before an expatriate worker may be hired. Price 
controls, especially if they are selective and targeted towards popular 
consumer goods, mean that a manufacturer may be unable to pass on price 
increases earlier in the production chain, or may do so only after exhaustive 
enquiries and delays. 

Import licenses and associated foreign exchange allocations are a 
frequent feature of the governmental regulatory i~amework which bear 
particularly hard on the manufacturing sector, which may be dependent on a 
range of essential imports that constitute intermediate inputs to the 
production process. 

Production itself is still often regulated by a system of licenses. This 
may be intended to protect existing industries or to achieve some strategic 
priorities in industrial development. However its effect is often to 
discourage any investment or to foster inefficiency at the expense of the 
consumer. It is all the more regrettable that such areas as health, safety and 
environcental protection, in which government action is most crucial, are the 
ones in which the administrative framework seems at its weak~st. 

The second set of "conditions" relate to fundamental questions of the 
size and functioning of infrastructure and the service industries. Reliable 
power supply (electrici~y), transport and communications facilities are needed 
if the industries are to be efficiently supplied with their needed inputs and 
if domestic and external markets are to be successfully exploited. However the 
question cannot be considered only as one of a further set of necessary inputs 
(from the trade a.1d services ~ectors) to the industry sector. The degree to 
which such facilities are present will also influence the investment decision. 
Moreover it will also determine information flows within the economy and thus 
the degree to which production is efficiently engaged in and the degree to 
which markets are effectively exploited. Knowledge of where needed inputs are 
cheaply available, knowledge about the presence of skilled labour within the 
community, and knowledge about the potencial demand and the competition from 
other suppliers is of enormous importance for correct business decisions, but 
such knowledge can flow freely only if there are good communications (in the 
widest ser.se of the 'term) both within the country and vi th respect tc. the 
world outside. 

Some foreign investment decisions are taken as a result of the special 
position an LDC finds itself in with regard to trade privileges. Thus 
considerable investment of Asian origin has taken place in Bangladesh, 
especially in the textile industry in order to take advantage of its MFA 
quotas. 1

' Again, Lesotho, because of its access to EEC, United States and 
South African Customs Union (SACU) markets, has seen foreign investment in its 

19 
"Survey of hn&t•deah" F1nanc1al TllDH, 26 March 1990 
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industry. especially in textiles. 20 Botswana has also seen export-oriented 
investment from transnational corporations. intended to take advc>.ntage of 
Bots•ana's status in MFA terms. its acce~> to the regional market. and its 
ability to export to the EEC under the terms of the Lome agreements. It is 
also attractive to im·estment because of its emerging domestic market. 

Foreign direct investment (FOi) is not usuelly directed towards LGCs. 
In fact the majority of foreign direct investment takes place among developed 
countries, and even with respect to developing countries, it is concentrated 
on a small number. As far as LDCs are concerned. their share is very small and 
shrinking. In 1980. these countries received almost 3 per cent of total FDI 
to developing countries. and in 1986, this share had fallen to 1.4 per cent. 
In fact Botswana nccounted for more than half the total inflows to LDCs. the 
only other significant recipients being Chad and Rwanda.n In spite of this, 
FDI is still a strategy target of an increasing number of LDCs as overall 
investment from other sources is decreasing as well. 22 Policy instruments 
for its achievement include incentives such as tax remissions, free 
repatriation of prof~ts and capital, provision of facilities, etc. 
Bangl~desh, Gambia, Liberia, Sudan and Togo are among those countries which 
are creating export processing or free trade zones. However in some quarters 
there is still a trend away from industrial investment in Africa, at least: 
it is reported that nearlv one-third of British companies23 and about a 
quarter of French companiesz• with industrial investments in Africa disposed 
of their holdings during the last: decade, and they are unlikely to return for 
the time being because of the overall unfavourable economical and political 
environment in those countries, in spite of more open attitudes to foreign 
investment in African countries and in spite of the new emphasis on the 
importance of the private sector both at the governmental and inter
governmental level. 

One notable development in recent years in foreign investment mechanisms 
has been the growth of country funds and investment trusts specializing in 
developing countries. This has been at least partly due to the search on the 
part of investors for emerging markets in which the prospects for capital 
gains are thought to be greater than in the developed countries. These funds 
have largely specialized in the emerging industrial economies of Asia, such 
as Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore. Taiwan Province of China. etc. However a 
recent Commonwealth Fund includes two LDCs (Bangladesh and Botswana) in its 

:zo .. Lesotho benefits !ram dt~torted trade environment .. Ftnanc1al Times. ~ October 1989 

:Zl .. Fore1gn Direct Invastmant Flows to Devalop1ng Countnas: Recant Trends, MaJor Daterm1n•mts anc! 
Policy Impl1cat1ona". Background Study for the Spacial Advisory Group to the D1•ector·Ganaral of UNIIJO, 
Regional and Country Stud1•• Branch, UNIDO. March 1990 

22 
In the !.DCs the share of 1nvestaiant (gross !1xed capital formation plus 1ncr•••• 1n stocks> 

in GDP dacr•H•d from a level of 19 par cant 1n 1980·1983 to a lev•l of 15 per cent 1n th• panod 19&:.· 
1987, according to UNCTAD. 
UMCTAD, Tb• Least payelopad Countries 1989 Report, New York 1990. p. A·ll. 

;u 
"UK comp11n1u sell A!ncan 1nve,st111ants" F1nanc1al T1mu 28 June 1990. 

:z• "M••t1n11 Po1nt- Jacques Peller.1,ar. Franca'• Miniltar for Co-operation". The C'lune,r. No. 117. 
Saptambar·October 1989, p.2 
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target countries. 2~ and a new Himalavan fund is targeted to investment in 
Nepal and Bangladesh as well as Indi~ and Sri Lanka. 26 Country funds can be 
seen as one possible mechanism by which the foreign exchange earned by 
expatriate nationals of LDCs might be mobilized for economic development in 
the home country (as is the case at present with funds specializing in 
developing countries such as India). Nevertheless. the investment problem for 
LDCs is not only one of mobilizing the necessary foreign exchange for the 
initial investment. The need for management expertise and continuing support 
to meet recurrent costs means that mechanisms of the kind described would need 
to be elaborated to take account of these requirements. 

1.3.7 Transport 

Transport issues for LDCs are not wholly separable into domestic and 
international a£pects. Firstly. there is dependence in all cases on imported 
fuel. Secondly. many facilities, such as airports. airlines. and ports. play 
a dual role. providing both internal and external links. Thirdly. investments 
in any new international facility, such as a port or an airport, requires 
corresponding investment in improving the national infrastructure if it is to 
be effective. 

With respect to transport facilities, LDCs are seriously disadvantaged. 
The national airlines of LDCs have on average about 6. S aicrafts. This 
average is in fact distorted by a few larger national fleets such as those of 
Ethiopia (49) Nepal (18) and Sudan (15). In fact, 17 of the national airlines 
have three planes or fewe~. Having a national airline can in principle allow 
for the linking of industry in more disadvantaged ar~as of the country with 
growth centers: externally, it can help in promoting exports and improving 
marketing communications. But fleets of the size mentioned, especially in 
geographically remote and dispersed areas, and with due allowances for 
downtime for maintenance purposes, mean that little can be achieved in this 
direction. Air transport is, however, the only practical alternative in many 
cases to overcome the kinds of locational and commercial isolation of industry 
in LDCs. Just how great this isolation is may be seen in terms of the 
connexions available in flights to the main economic centres of New York, 
Brusseis, and Tokyo. No direct flights are available from any LDC to New 
York, for 17 LDCs, two change of planes are necessary. With respect to 
Brussels, only 7 LDCs had a direct connection, 25 needed one change of planes 
and 10 needed two changes. For Tokyo, no direct flights are available, ane 
change of plane is needed in 29 cases and two changes in the remaining 13 
cases. The practical effect of this is that, taking stopovers and the 
infrequenr.y of most se~vices into account, that a potential investor from one 
of the commercial centres mentioned will have an appreciable degree of extra 
difficulty in assessing a potential investmer.t in an LDC. let alone the 
difficulty of monitoring the progress of an investment on a regular basis. 
Equally, the industrialist in an LDC interested in exporting to developed 
countries will find the extra time needed because of the poor air connexions 
to be a further deterrent to an already difficult undertaking. both from the 
point of view of visits to potential markets and the shipping of products by 
airfreight. 

25 "Equity fund set up !or emergin11 exchanges" Financial Times, 30 May 1990 

26 "Himalayan fund aims to raise Dollars 100 million" Financial Ti.as, 13 June 1990. 
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Apart from these difficulties. the ~osts of air connexions are also an 
issue. The average business class return air fare from LDC capitals to 
commercial centres in developed countries is $US JOSO.r Not only are such 
fares high in relation to the incomes in LDCs. but they are often associatPrl 
with foreign exchange restrictions such as to make air travel even more 
difficult as a means of promoting increased exports by direct contact with the 
markets. 

Air freight rates are another burden on export possibilities: 
consideration of available rate,> suggests that they may be subject to several 
anomalies and inconsistencies at least as far as the LOCs are concerned. For 
instance the rates per kilogram for shipments to New York are successively 
reduced for amounts in excess of 100 kg. 200 kg. 300 kg and 1000 kg. This is 
true for any LDC as origin. But with Brussels as the destination. such 
reductions are by no means uniformly available. especially not for the larger 
quantities. The result is that for many LDCs, especially African countries. 
marginal rate.;; are not very different between the two destinations. In 
seve~al cases where the geographical distance is co~siderably less, the rate 
charged is nevertheless more. Given the preponderance of LDC trade with the 
EEC. this result ~uggests that the degree to which manufactured exports may 
be disadvantaged should be carefully examined. A study of the effect of 
international transport costs and industrial development in the African LDCs 
( which used sea freight rates) has shown that even for coastal countries the 
transport factor may significantly erode a cheap labour advantage, but that 
for land-locked countries the effect may be catastrophic. Apart from a 
concentration on products with a high value to weight ratio, other conclusions 
drawn include that of the need to engage in processing activities that 
increase that ratio.a 

1.3.8 COlllmUllications and Media 

Whether ~i~hin an individual enterprise or in an entire econo~y. the free 
flow of information is essential in order to optimize the allocation of 
resources and avoid inefficiencies. It also provides basic signals to 
entrepreneurs as to market requirements, available technologies and investment 
opportunities, and is therefore essential fer the longer-term and self
susta1n1ng process of industrialization. In practice, the information flow 
will be partly influenced by the transport system and the degree to which 
people are in contact with one another. Population density and the degree of 
urbanization ar~ thus some fundamental variables for assessing the 
possibilities for industrial expansion. In addition, the internal road and 
rail networks, and the availability of cars and other forms of transport are 
also relevant. In general the importance of infrastructure has to be 
recognized not only from the point of view of the immediate needs of industry 
for the provision of supplies and the 5erving of markets, but also for the 
contribution it makes to the flow of information. 

Other factors in this regard include the availability of telephones and 
media, especially such as newspapers. With respect to telephones. there are 
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sharp differences among the LDCs. Presumably, because of their small 
geographic size and relatively high degree of urbanization, small countrie•, 
such as Djibouti, Kiribati, Sao Tome and Principe, Tuvalu, Vanuatu ari Western 
Samoa are relatively well supplied with telephones ( fewer than 100 per 
telephone). Other LDCs have a considerably worse figure. Expansion of this 
essential service in LDCs would offer opportunities for local manufacture of 
several inputs, especially in such items as poles, cables, fixing materials, 
etc. 

Newspapers represent an important communication possibility, but most 
LDCs are badly supplied with them. At least nine LDCs have no dail/ 
newspa?er, and only in Botswana, Myanmar and Lesotho are the circulation 
figures above 10 per 1000 of population. Expansion of printing and publishing 
activities would represent an important manufacturing contribution to overall 
growth, would have potential b3ckward linkages to pulp and paper industries, 
and would make a significant long-term impact on the flow of information and 
the development of markets. 

A related problem in connexion with the media is that of access to 
foreign media and journals. These are important sources of information on 
external markets, supply and demand possibilities of raw materials, ~atterns 
of industrial organization, availability of technologies, and, in fact, much 
it.formation that is vital both for the individual industrialist and for the 
national policy maker. Yet the circulation of foreign media is often 
restricted, sometimes for foreign exchange reasons. Ordinary international 
or business newspapers, as well as trade and specialist journals, are hard to 
come by in many LDCs. UNIDO has for many years been building up its 
information systems and networks on technologies and investment opportunities, 
establishing focal points in each country and answering a growing stream of 
enquiries from all developing countries. But it is clear that such activity 
has to be complemented at the national level by encouraging the dissemination 
of industry related journals and media in LDCs. UNIDO would be ready to co
operate with publi5hers and bilateral agencies in such an activity. 

Industrial capacity under-utilization is a characteristic of industry in 
many developing countries, and LDCs are no exception. Some of the causes 
include machine breakdown and shortages of raw materials or spare parts. 
However, a frequent cause of under-utilization of capacity is the absence of 
a stable and reliable electricity supply. Electricity capacity installed in 
LDCs is very limited in relation to the population: the average for all LDCs 
is 23 kW per 1000 inhabitants, while for developing countries as a whole the 
figure is 156. Since many industrial processes and machines are totally 
dependent on electric powe.:, no subs ti tu..;ion to other forms of energy is 
possible as in the case of households. Given the inadequate levels of 
installed generation c~pacity, the systems frequently become overloaded, and 
breakdowns are common. In the absence of electricity from the national grid, 
many manufacturing firms in LDCs use petrol or diesel powered generators, 
which means that they are ultimately dependent on a resource from outside the 
country with which foreign exchange costs are assor.iated. The wider energy 
questions relating to environmental degradation and depletion of resources 
must form part of any detailed analysis of the energy question in LDCs, but 
form the point of view of the needs of industry 1t is clear that there is a 
strong case for renewed concentration on the expansion of the national grid 
systems. It can also be said that exploitation of hydropower rP-sources, such 
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as is possible in at least 14 of the LDCs,n would also provide a stimulus 
to manufacturing activity, even in such areas as poles and cables, but in some 
cases also in the form of construction materials and simple turbine 
components. 

1.3.9 International linkages 

Linkage of LDCs industry with the international economic system involves 
a number of forms. The most obvious is foreign trade, whether with respect 
to the supply of imports for industrial inputs or to the production of 
manufactures for export. Other forms of international linkage include the use 
of expatriate labour, especially for skills in short supply nationally, 
technology transfer, foreign direct investment, and the acquisition of foreign 
services. These might be in such industrial service areas as testing, design, 
marketing, advertising, accounting, insurance and finance. These are 
increasing] y important inputs into modern manufacturing and the international 
industrial system. As far as LDCs are concerned, their access to them is very 
limited. Even when they are available locally, they are often not used. For 
instance in Haiti, the neglect of local engineering and management 
consultancies by industrialists has been specifically noted. 30 In some cases 
this is understandable: thus in Bangladesh local manufacturers of 
refractories, tableware and heavy-clay products still rely on overseas testing 
laboratories: the Bangladesh Institute of Gla~s and Ceramics has facilities 
that are not being fully utilized, because of a lack of trained personnel. 31 

But in general, a neglect of local services and expertise has been observed 
in technical co-operation activities in LDCs. 32 

One important example of the significance of international services for 
industry is given by the banking system. Increasingly, the international 
banks from developed countries put themselves forward as providers of a wide 
variety of financial services, including strategic management advice, the 
formation of joint ventures, capital markets activity, export credits. 
treasury management etc. Many have invested heavily in communication systems 
and in acquisitions of related firms in investment management, stockbroking, 
insurance, etc. , not to speak of those banks that take direct equity holdings 
in industry and are to a considerable degree involved in the long-term 
planning and development of those industries. Yet these banks have a minimal 
presence in LDCs: banks from OECD countries are to be found in only 17 of the 
countries. The reasons for this may have more to do with a desire for 
national control of the banking sector, because analysis of the remaining 
countries shows that usually if there is no bank from an OECD country there 
is no foreign bank at all. Only in three cases where there is no bank from 
an OECD country is there any foreign bank present. Apart from government 
regulation, there may also be an inadequate perception of market possibilities 
on the part of the international banks. It is nevertheless to be regretted 
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that dialogue between LDCs and international banks is concerned largely with 
debt rescheduling: there is scope for discussion of how these institutions 
could make a sustained and long-term commitment to the development of industry 
and the economy as a whole through closer involvement in the day to day 
'>usiness life of the countries to whom their money has been lent. Access to 
international advice and services provided by these banks could maka an 
important contribution to efficiency and export performance of industry in the 
LDCs. 

There is an associated problem under this heading which bears 
particularly hard on the development of links between LDCs and the 
int~rnational industrial system. This is of the costs with respect to foreign 
exchange transactions. These are sometimes regarded as excessive even among 
developed countries. but for the LDCs, the costs of moving between national 
currencies and those needed for international trade, such as the US dollar, 
can be very significant. A comparison of the bid and offer rates between LDC 
and hard currencies s•-ggests that on average the spread applied for all LDC 
currencies is 81.59 per cent of the bid price. This compares with a spread 
of 2.17 per cent ~or the currencies of the seven largest OECD economies (G7 
countries). Moreover. the LDC average conceals further discrepancies: if one 
removes currencies tied to a currency of regional importance (such as the CFA 
Franc) then the spread for the remaining currencies is on average 142.9 per 
cent. Such spreads are so high that they can have only a deterrent effect, 
and it would seem that this question would bear closer examinationn. The 
results might suggest that reconsideration of such obstacles to transactions 
between LDCs and other countries is seriously necessary and would be of 
benefit to all parties concerned. 

>> The figures ere b•••d on rates obtained in Vienna. Auatri•. end will cert•inly be influenced 
by the regular vol11111e of tranaectiona involving 'LDC currencies nd th• Austrian schilling. 
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2. CONCLIJSIONS 

The preceding sectors have presented an overview of the 111anufacturing 
sector in LDCs. The generally low levels of industrial development are seen 
to be mirrored by a marginalization of LDCs as far as the world economic 
system is concerned, particularly fro• the point of view of trade and 
investment linkages. The conditions for industrial growth have been reviewed, 
and it has been seen that few of the necessary accompaniments for 
manufacturing expansion are at a sufficiently advanced stage. Infrastructure. 
transport, co1111Unications both internally and as they affect international 
linkages, are inadequate. More infor111ation flows are necessary for market 
growth. Linkage development both within manufacturing and with other sectors 
is at a rudimentary stage and would benefit from being a focus of national and 
regional strategies. 

The need for diversification and the enhanced role of small and medium 
industry and entrepreneurship will in turn call for a re-evaluation of the 
role of government in industry, the methods used for strategy foraul.ation and 
the points of intervention by the national authorities. The question of human 
resource development, particularly with respect to entrepreneurship skills, 
will, however, !>e of special relevance to national policy_ Another question 
will be that of providing the necessary technical skills for an industrial 
sector whose detailed composition in sectoral terms cannot easily be 
predicted, since it will be based on the ac~ions of individual entrepreneurs. 

Given the complexity of the issu~s in LDCs industrial development, and 
the magnitude of the task, the role of international co-operation will be a 
decisive one. This co-operation will include not 01uy the gradual economic 
integration of LDCs in sub-regional or regional groupings, but also the 
further growth of co-operation between developed and developing countries. 
A new concentration will be needed on the involvement of local industry in 
LDCs in this process, both in terms of dialogue &nd of closer participation 
in development co-operation. As has been seen, the needs of industry will 
require a diverse and flexible response both from national governments and the 
international co11111Unity. ' 




